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Peter wants to know when it will snow?

Will it snow tomorrow, and there be no school?

asked Peter
Will the snow get so deep it reaches the roof? asked Peter.
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Will the snow get so deep Santa and his reindeer need a shovel on the sleigh?
Will it get so cold that my toes freeze and my cats need coats?
In winter lots of snow is the rule, said Peter.
When it snows we will make a snowman so tall that we will need a ladder for the last snowball.
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We will pour some hot chocolate and drink it in bed.
and we will ride to Alaska and back on my sled.
Temperatures will drop fast and ice will form on the pond.
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Then we will tear paper for the fire to stay warm.
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Peter said, "Don't be silly. It does not snow in June," said his mom.
Snow is for winter when it is cold. June is in summer when it is hot.
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When the weather is warm, Peter only thinks of cold and wishes for snow.
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... If you see a boy in June wearing mittens and shorts, that's Peter, Peter O'toole.
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